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ABSTRACT 63	

Accurate and precise estimates of direction of gravity are essential for spatial orientation. 64	

According to Bayesian theory, multisensory vestibular, visual and proprioceptive input is 65	

centrally integrated in a weighted fashion based on the reliability of the component sensory 66	

signals. For otolithic input, a decreasing signal-to-noise ratio was demonstrated with 67	

increasing roll-angle. We hypothesized that the weights of vestibular (otolithic) and extra-68	

vestibular (visual/proprioceptive) sensors are roll-angle dependent and predicted an increased 69	

weight of extra-vestibular cues with increasing roll-angle, potentially following the Bayesian 70	

hypothesis. To probe this concept, the subjective visual vertical (SVV) was assessed in 71	

different roll-positions (≤±120°, steps=30°, n=10) with/without presenting an optokinetic 72	

stimulus (velocity=±60°/s). The optokinetic stimulus biased the SVV towards the direction of 73	

stimulus-rotation for roll-angles ≥±30° (p<0.005). Offsets grew from 3.9±1.8° (upright) to 74	

22.1±11.8° (±120° roll-tilt, p<0.001). Trial-to-trial variability increased with roll-angle, 75	

demonstrating a non-significant increase when providing optokinetic stimulation. Variability 76	

and optokinetic bias were correlated (R2=0.71, slope=0.71, 95%-confidence-interval=0.57-77	

0.86). An optimal-observer model combining an optokinetic bias with vestibular input 78	

reproduced measured errors closely. These findings support the hypothesis of a weighted 79	

multisensory-integration when estimating direction of gravity with optokinetic stimulation. 80	

Visual input was weighted more when vestibular input became less reliable, i.e., at larger roll-81	

tilt angles. However, according to Bayesian theory, the variability of combined cues is always 82	

lower than the variability of each source cue. If the observed increase in variability -although 83	

non-significant- is true, either it must depend on an additional source of variability, added 84	

after SVV-computation, or it would conflict with the Bayesian hypothesis.  85	
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New and noteworthy 86	

Applying a rotating optokinetic stimulus while recording the subjective visual vertical 87	

in different whole-body roll angles, we noted the optokinetic-induced bias to correlate with 88	

the roll-angle. These findings allow the hypothesis that the established optimal weighting of 89	

single-sensory cues depending on their reliability to estimate direction of gravity could be 90	

extended to a bias caused by visual self-motion stimuli.  91	
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INTRODUCTION 92	

In order to allow one to accurately and precisely orient and navigate in space, the brain 93	

must monitor and adjust body position relative to gravity. This requires continuous internal 94	

estimates for the direction of gravity and has been assessed behaviorally by paradigms such as 95	

the subjective visual vertical (SVV) (Howard 1982) or the subjective haptic vertical (Schuler 96	

et al. 2010). Current theories of how the brain accomplishes this task propose that both 97	

vestibular and extra-vestibular (visual, proprioceptive) signals are integrated in a weighted 98	

fashion (Angelaki et al. 2009; Borah et al. 1988; Karmali et al. 2014; Vingerhoets et al. 2009). 99	

Bayesian observer theory predicts that the brain weights these sensory cues according to their 100	

relative reliabilities (and prior likelihood) in order to estimate the body’s most likely roll 101	

position (Kording and Wolpert 2004; Laurens and Droulez 2007; MacNeilage et al. 2007). 102	

Amongst vestibular sensors, the otolith organs (utriculus and sacculus) detect linear 103	

acceleration and therefore also directly sense the direction of gravity (Schoene 1964). In near 104	

upright position otolith afferents provide an accurate and precise estimate of the direction of 105	

gravity, however, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with increasing roll, resulting in an 106	

overall m-shaped curve of SVV trial-to-trial variability in the roll plane (De Vrijer et al. 2009; 107	

2008; Tarnutzer et al. 2009b). This roll-angle dependency has been linked to the mechanical 108	

properties of the peripheral otolith organs (e.g., nonlinearities of the tuning functions and the 109	

particular distribution of preferred stimulation directions) and to central computational 110	

mechanisms that are not optimally tuned for roll-angles distant from upright (Tarnutzer et al. 111	

2009b). 112	

Although the role of visual input for spatial orientation in general (Asch and Witkin 113	

1948a; b; Brandt et al. 2014; Cousins et al. 2014; Mergner et al. 1995) and in the SVV task 114	

specifically has been widely studied (Corbett and Enns 2006; Morgan et al. 2015; Pavlou et 115	

al. 2011; Spinelli et al. 1995), little is known on the role of dynamic visual stimuli. Previously 116	

it has been observed that - when upright - a rotating optokinetic stimulus shifts the perceived 117	
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orientation of a visual line and postural upright, consistent with a shift in the internal 118	

representation of the gravity vector (Dichgans et al. 1972). With increasing roll angle and 119	

consecutively decreasing reliability of otolith sensory input, we predict that other (extra-120	

vestibular) sensory inputs are weighted more heavily when generating an internal estimate of 121	

the direction of gravity. This hypothesis accords with preliminary observations in three 122	

healthy human subjects for head-on-trunk roll angles of up to 60°, that suggested a roll-angle 123	

dependency of the optokinetic-induced bias (Dichgans et al. 1974). The primary aim of the 124	

present study was to confirm these early observations in a larger study population and over a 125	

greater range of roll angles using a rotating optokinetic stimulus similar to the one previously 126	

described (Bronstein et al. 1996; Dichgans et al. 1974; Dichgans et al. 1972). Along with the 127	

prediction that the rotating optokinetic stimulus introduces a sensory conflict between the 128	

vestibular and the visual system and that it will bias the internal estimate of the direction of 129	

gravity, the secondary aim of this study is to assess whether trial-to-trial variability will be 130	

unaffected by the superimposed optokinetic stimulus compared to the classic SVV paradigm 131	

(obtained in darkness), since the optokinetic stimulus will induce the same dynamic visual cue 132	

at all angles. In line of the previously discussed evidence that multi-sensory fusion could be 133	

interpreted as a Bayesian optimal-observer model, we speculated that our two aims together 134	

could provide new evidence supporting or opposing the use of this theoretical framework to 135	

describe the integration of bias caused by visual self-motion stimuli in the perception of 136	

verticality.  137	
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MATERIAL & METHODS 138	

Ten healthy right-handed human subjects (3 females; aged 18 to 48 years; mean age ± 139	

1 SD: 30.6 ± 8.7 years) were included. One additional subject was excluded because of 140	

complete disorientation and resulting mostly random adjustments when presenting the 141	

optokinetic stimulus. Written informed consent of all subjects was obtained after a full 142	

explanation of the experimental procedure and after screening for potential vestibular 143	

dysfunction by use of a questionnaire. The protocol was approved by the Cantonal ethics 144	

committee Zurich (KEK-ZH-2013-0026) and was in accordance with the ethical standards 145	

laid down in the 2013 Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.  146	

 147	

Experimental setting 148	

All recordings were performed on a three-axis motor-driven turntable (Acutronic, 149	

Jona, Switzerland). Subjects were secured with a 4-point safety belt with the head restrained 150	

in natural straight-ahead position with a thermoplastic mask. SVV measurements were 151	

obtained in nine different whole-body roll orientations (upright, ±30°, ±60°, ±90°, ±120°). A 152	

video projector attached to the turntable was used to present the rotating optokinetic stimulus 153	

onto a sphere 1.5m in front of the subject, covering the central 100 degrees of the binocular 154	

visual field. A special lens was placed in front of the standard projector lens to compensate 155	

for the short project-to-sphere distance and curvature of the viewing surface. The optokinetic 156	

stimulus consisted of a random distribution of white dots of various size presented on a black 157	

background (Figure 1) and was generated using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 1997; 158	

Pelli 1997) and GNU Octave (version 3.2.3). In order to be consistent with previous work 159	

(Dichgans et al. 1974), rotational velocity of the optokinetic stimulus was set to 60°/s, and the 160	

stimulus rotated in either the clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) direction. This 161	

results in three different trial conditions (optokinetic off, optokinetic CW and optokinetic 162	

CCW). A mechanical shutter was closed in-between trials, and during trials without the 163	
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optokinetic stimulus, which prevented residual light from the projector from providing any 164	

room illumination. The order of trials (27 different trial-types [3 visual stimulus conditions x 165	

9 turntable roll positions]) was random. Turntable positions were reached by turntable 166	

movements with 10°/s2 constant acceleration and deceleration. We chose this acceleration 167	

value as a compromise between minimizing the repositioning time while maximizing comfort 168	

of the subject. These acceleration and deceleration values are well above both the detection 169	

threshold of the semicircular canals (SCC) [0.05 °/s2 (Diamond and Markham 1983; Shimazu 170	

and Precht 1965)] and perceptual thresholds (Lewis et al. 2011). Therefore the motion 171	

stimulates the SCCs and can affect a subject’s SVV adjustments (Jaggi-Schwarz and Hess 172	

2003; Pavlou et al. 2003). To minimize effects of SCC stimulation, trials were delayed by five 173	

seconds after turntable movements. Previously we have demonstrated that for static SVV 174	

adjustments with a five-second delay post-rotatory torsional ocular drift at the time subjects 175	

confirm arrow adjustments was small (0.10 ± 0.06°/s), suggesting minor or absent 176	

contribution of SCC stimulation to the SVV (Tarnutzer et al. 2009a). A remote control box 177	

allowed the subjects both to rotate an arrow (covering the central 9.5° of the binocular visual 178	

field) projected by a laser on the sphere and to confirm adjustments. For trials with the 179	

optokinetic stimulus, the arrow was projected on top of the visual stimulus, but the line was 180	

always clearly visible because it was much brighter (e.g., the line was not obscured by the 181	

dots). The optokinetic stimulus and arrow were concurrently switched on at the beginning of 182	

the trial, and were extinguished together at the end of the trial.  183	

 184	

/* Figure 1 about here */ 185	

 186	

Experimental paradigm 187	

All participants completed one session, lasting about 120min in total. All trials were 188	

collected in complete darkness (except for the luminous arrow used to indicate perceived 189	
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vertical and the optokinetic stimulus). The starting roll orientation of the arrow was random 190	

within the entire 360° roll plane. Subjects were instructed to move the arrow along the 191	

shortest path possible to align with the perceived direction of gravity. Adjustment time for 192	

single SVV trials was limited to five seconds. This time limit to complete the task ensured 193	

that subjects spent about equal time on the task in all conditions, which reduced potential 194	

time-dependent differences in arrow adjustment variability (Tarnutzer et al. 2012). Subjects 195	

confirmed completion of single trials by pushing a button. Prior to data collection, five to ten 196	

training trials were provided for each subject to become familiar with the paradigm. For each 197	

condition and roll orientation, 12 trials were collected, resulting in 108 trials per condition and 198	

324 trials in total. Recordings were split in four blocks. Subjects were brought upright and 199	

provided short breaks between blocks. During these breaks the room lights were briefly 200	

turned on. 201	

 202	

Definition of terms frequently used 203	

Clockwise (CW) shifts relative to the earth-vertical axis and CW rotations of the 204	

optokinetic stimulus (as seen by the participant) have positive signs and counter-clockwise 205	

(CCW) shifts and optokinetic rotations have negative signs. The term trial-to-trial variability 206	

is used to refer to the within-subject standard deviation (SD) of SVV adjustments. In relation 207	

to trial-to-trial variability, the term precision reflects the inverse, i.e. the degree of 208	

reproducibility. Accuracy, on the other hand, is defined as the magnitude of the mean 209	

adjustment error. 210	

 211	

Data analysis 212	

We defined the normal range of SVV values according to previous publications, i.e. 213	

SVV within ± 2.5° of true earth-vertical when sitting or standing upright (Brandt et al. 1994; 214	
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Perennou et al. 2008). As our data was normally distributed (using the Jarque-Bera hypothesis 215	

test of composite normality, jbtest.m, Matlab 7.0), mean (± 1 standard deviation, SD) values 216	

were provided when pooling individual data points. Statistical analysis was performed using 217	

SPSS 23 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). We applied a generalized linear model for all statistical 218	

analyses if not specified otherwise. Main effects included the trial condition (n=3; optokinetic 219	

off vs. optokinetic CW vs. optokinetic CCW), the direction of rotation of the SVV arrow 220	

(n=2; CW vs. CCW) and turntable position (n=9). Turntable, optokinetic stimulus and line 221	

orientation signals were processed with interactive programs written in MATLABTM 222	

(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The level of significance was kept at p=0.05, and Fisher's 223	

least significant difference (LSD) method was used to correct for multiple comparisons. 224	

Linear regression analysis using robustfit.m (Matlab 7.0) was applied when analyzing 225	

correlations between dependent and independent variables. Principal component analysis 226	

(PCA) was chosen to evaluate correlations between dependent variables. This procedure is 227	

equivalent to orthogonal linear regression or total least squares, which minimizes the 228	

perpendicular distances from the data points to the fitted model (Van Huffel and Vandewalle 229	

1991). Multiple least square linear regression differs from PCA in that it implies that one 230	

variable (i.e., the independent variable) is known without error. Conversely, PCA 231	

appropriately adjusts for errors along all axes. As a measure of the goodness of fit we provide 232	

the R2-value. To estimate the sampling distribution of the slope of the fit obtained by PCA, we 233	

used bootstrapping to construct 1,000 resamples and calculated the 95%-confidence-interval 234	

(CI). A correlation between the two dependent variables was considered significant whenever 235	

the 95%-CI of the slope did not include zero. 236	

 237	

Data modeling 238	

A Bayesian optimal-observer model has been shown to be a good descriptor of the 239	

multisensory fusion process determining SVV adjustments (Clemens et al. 2011). We 240	
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investigated whether such a model can also explain the way optokinetic input influences SVV 241	

adjustments (SVV_okn). According to the optimal-observer theory, the final SVV estimate is 242	

obtained by summing all sensory cues weighting them by their reliability, as determined by 243	

each cue’s variability. Mathematically, the final estimate is independent of the order in which 244	

the inputs are summed. Therefore, we considered only two inputs, one representing the 245	

optokinetic bias and the other representing the optimally weighted sum of all other inputs 246	

available to the subjects (including both sensory inputs and prior knowledge (Clemens et al. 247	

2011; De Vrijer et al. 2009; 2008)). This approach is convenient as it allowed us to use the 248	

mean of the SVV adjustments without optokinetic stimulation and its corresponding trial-to-249	

trial variability as input variables for the model. The model prediction of the SVV adjustment 250	

with optokinetic stimulation is represented by the following equation: 251	

 252	

𝑆𝑉𝑉_𝑜𝑘𝑛 =
!!""
!

!!
!
!!!""

!
 𝑂 +

!!
!

!!
!
!!!""

!
 𝑆𝑉𝑉    Eq. 1 253	

 254	

Where SVV is the mean of the SVV adjustments in our dataset without optokinetic stimulation 255	

(i.e. the optimally weighted sum of all other cues available to the subject), while 𝜎!"" is the 256	

trial-to-trial variability (standard deviation) associated with SVV (estimated from SVV trials 257	

without optokinetic stimulation). O (not estimated and therefore a free parameter) is the 258	

central value of the bias caused by the optokinetic stimulus and 𝜎!  (not estimated and 259	

therefore a free parameter) quantify its variability. Accordingly, the SVV variability observed 260	

in the trials with optokinetic stimulation could be estimated as: 261	

𝜎!""_!"# =
!!""
!

!!
!

!!
!
!!!""

!
     Eq. 2 262	

The Matlab function ‘lsqcurvefit’ was used to find the two parameters 𝑂 and 𝜎! generating 263	

𝑆𝑉𝑉_𝑜𝑘𝑛 and 𝜎!""_!"# that better fit the mean SVV adjustments observed during the trials 264	

with optokinetic stimulation ( 𝑆𝑉𝑉_𝑜𝑘𝑛 ) and its associated trial-to-trial variability 265	
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(𝜎!""_!"#) for all roll angles. Since it is reasonable to assume that the roll-tilt sensation caused 266	

by the optokinetic input does not change across roll angles, we considered 𝑂 as constant. 267	

Regarding the variability of the optokinetic input we tested two hypotheses:  268	

• First, we considered a basic condition where 𝜎! is constant and independent of the 269	

roll-tilt angle, using the following equation: 270	

𝜎! = 𝜎!_!""#$%     Eq. 3 271	

• Second, we considered a condition that assumes 𝜎!  increases with the roll-angle 272	

mimicking the variability hypothesized for the otolith signal (Tarnutzer et al. 2009b) 273	

with the following equation: 274	

𝜎! =
!

!
+ 𝜎!_!""#$%    Eq. 4 275	

 276	

where 𝜎!_!!!"#$ is a positive value to be optimized by our fitting algorithm and 𝜃 is the roll-277	

tilt angle. As discussed above, the value of SVV was obtained from the mean of SVV 278	

adjustments without optokinetic stimulation across all subjects, while 𝜎!"" corresponded to 279	

the mean trial-to-trial variability for each roll angle (see previous section).  280	

The quality of fit was assessed by computing the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the R2 
281	

value for both the mean 𝑆𝑉𝑉_𝑜𝑘𝑛 and 𝜎!""_!"#.  282	
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RESULTS 283	

Individual mean adjustment errors (±1SD) were calculated for the different trial 284	

conditions in all subjects. On average, 2.0% of trials were missed (6.4±3.5 trials per session). 285	

None of the subjects reported motion sickness during the recordings.  286	

 287	

Adjustment errors – optokinetic vs. non-optokinetic conditions 288	

 Providing the optokinetic stimulus resulted in a roll-angle dependent shift in perceived 289	

vertical in the direction of rotation of the visual stimulus. The group averages are shown in 290	

Fig. 2. While adjustments for the non-optokinetic (control) condition (grey circles connected 291	

with a black line) were accurate when upright (0.4±0.7°), adjustments showed systematic 292	

errors both at small angles (over-compensating whole-body roll for angles up to 60° right-ear-293	

down (Mueller 1916)) and at larger angles (under-compensating whole-body roll for angles 294	

larger than 60° on both sides (Aubert 1861)). For the optokinetic (test) conditions, shifts when 295	

upright were in the direction of rotation and averaged 4.5±2.1° (optokinetic CW) and -296	

3.3±2.2° (optokinetic CCW), respectively. With increasing whole-body roll angle, deviations 297	

relative to the control condition increased. Statistical analysis (generalized linear model) 298	

confirmed a main effect for the condition (df=2, chi-square=417.03, p<0.001) and the 299	

turntable position (df=8, chi-square=97.51, p<0.001), while the direction of arrow rotation 300	

had no influence (df=1, chi-square=0.04, p=0.840). There was a significant interaction 301	

between the turntable position and the condition (df=16, chi-square=63.68, p<0.001). Pair-302	

wise comparisons of adjustment errors for a given roll angle and the different test conditions 303	

(optokinetic CW vs. optokinetic CCW) demonstrated significances for all roll-tilted 304	

conditions (p≤0.005), except while in upright position where only a trend was observed 305	

(p=0.063). Pairwise comparisons between the test conditions and the control condition 306	

yielded significant differences (p≤0.001) for all roll-tilted conditions except at 30° left-ear-307	

down for optokinetic CCW vs. optokinetic off (p=0.081) and at 30° right-ear-down for 308	
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optokinetic CW vs. optokinetic off (p=0.056). Differences when upright also did not reach 309	

significance. 310	

 311	

/* Figure 2 about here */ 312	

  313	

By subtracting adjustment errors in the control condition from those in the test 314	

conditions in individual subjects, Δ adjustment error for both optokinetic CW and optokinetic 315	

CCW was calculated. When Δ adjustment error was plotted against roll angle, a v-shaped 316	

pattern emerged, with Δ error increasing with whole-body roll angle (Fig. 3). This was further 317	

confirmed by use of linear regression analysis (robustfit.m), which showed a significant 318	

correlation between Δ adjustment error and the whole-body roll angle for both optokinetic 319	

CW (Fig. 4A) and optokinetic CCW (Fig. 4B) test conditions. Since a previous report 320	

indicated marked asymmetry in the optokinetic SVV effect based on the stimulus direction 321	

(Dichgans et al. 1974), we compared absolute values of Δ error for optokinetic CW and 322	

optokinetic CCW (generalized linear model) test conditions. This allowed us to compare 323	

conditions resulting in a reduced percept of roll (i.e., increased roll under-compensation; grey 324	

filled symbols, Fig. 3) with those resulting in an increased percept of roll (i.e., decreased roll 325	

under-compensation or even shift to roll over-compensation; black filled symbols, Fig 3). 326	

Overall, only a trend towards a significant interaction was observed (df=1, chi-square=15.30, 327	

p=0.054). Pairwise comparisons for all nine roll-angles tested indicated that this trend mainly 328	

emerged from significant differences in Δ error at small roll angles for tilt-reducing and tilt-329	

increasing conditions (60° left-ear down, p=0.029 and at 30° right-ear-down, p=0.036), 330	

reflecting larger Δ error for roll-tilt increasing conditions. In order to study the effect of 331	

direction of stimulus rotation, we compared the magnitude of Δ error for a given roll-tilt angle 332	

(left-ear-down vs. right-ear-down) using a generalized linear model. A significant difference 333	

in Δ error was noted only for ±30° roll when the optokinetic stimulus was rotating CCW 334	
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(p=0.018), while in all other comparisons for the CCW rotating stimulus and in all 335	

comparisons for the CW rotating stimulus no significant differences were found. 336	

 337	

/* Figures 3 and 4 about here */ 338	

 339	

Trial-to-trial variability 340	

Trial-to-trial variability in individual subjects is plotted against the whole-body roll 341	

angle for the control and test-conditions in Figure 5. Both the test conditions and the control 342	

condition demonstrated increasing variability values with increasing roll angle. While 343	

statistical analysis (generalized linear model) confirmed a main effect for turntable position 344	

(df=8, chi-square=174.85, p<0.001), no main effect for the condition was observed (df=2, chi-345	

square=4.02, p=0.134). Furthermore, no significant interactions were found. 346	

 347	

/* Figure 5 about here */ 348	

 349	

In order to evaluate the link between precision of SVV estimates and the impact of the 350	

optokinetic stimulus, we correlated individual SVV variability values with Δ error for 351	

optokinetic CW and optokinetic CCW conditions. Since both parameters (variability and Δ 352	

error) were dependent variables, i.e., contained noise, principle components analysis (PCA) 353	

was used (see methods section). Pooling values for optokinetic CW and optokinetic CCW, a 354	

high correlation (R2=0.71) with a slope significantly different from zero (slope=0.71, 95%-355	

confidence interval=0.57-0.86) was found, as shown in Figure 6. 356	

 357	

/* Figure 6 about here */ 358	

 359	
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Trial-adjustment time 360	

On average, trial adjustments were confirmed after 3.14±0.47 seconds. Statistical 361	

analysis revealed a small, but significant main effect for trial duration between the three 362	

conditions (df=2, chi-square=16.07, p<0.001), with trial duration being slightly larger for 363	

trials with a CW (3.23±0.47) and CCW (3.14±0.48) optokinetic stimulus compared to no 364	

optokinetic stimulus (3.05±0.46sec). We then correlated Δ error with adjustment time in order 365	

to evaluate for possible influences of the duration of presentation of the rotating optokinetic 366	

stimulus before confirming the SVV adjustment. Using PCA, no significant correlation 367	

between time and Δ error was found (R2=0.17, slope=0.03, 95%-confidence-interval=-0.03 to 368	

0.04).  369	

 370	

Model fit results 371	

The values for the optimized parameters for optokinetic bias (O) and its associated 372	

variability (𝜎!_!""#$%) that best fit the adjustment errors recorded with the optokinetic stimulus 373	

were found for both assumptions of variability (𝜎!) tested (see Eq. 3 and 4 in the methods). 374	

Assuming a constant value for 𝜎! (i.e. 𝜎! = 𝜎!_!""#$%), the optimal values were O = 39.8° and 375	

𝜎!_!""#$%= 10.6° for CW optokinetic stimulus and O = -41.5° and 𝜎!_!""#$%= 10.6° for the 376	

CCW optokinetic stimulus. The associated R2 values were R! 𝑆𝑉𝑉!"# =  0.63 for CW and 377	

R
!(𝑆𝑉𝑉!"#) = 0.55 for CCW, respectively, while the R

!
  𝜎!"!!"#

  were lower than 0.5 for 378	

both stimulus directions. The associated RMSE were 379	

RMSE 𝑆𝑉𝑉!"# =  4.53 and  RMSE   𝜎!"!!"#
 = 3.67 for CW and   RMSE(𝑆𝑉𝑉!"#) =380	

6.20 and RMSE 𝜎!"!!"#
= 3.66 for CCW. The data and the simulated curve corresponding 381	

to the best fitting parameters assuming that 𝜎! is constant are shown in Figure 7.  382	

With 𝜎! that varied with the roll-angle (i.e. 𝜎! =
!

!
+ 𝜎!_!""#$%), the optimal values 383	

were O = 102.0° and 𝜎!_!""#$%=6.7° for CW optokinetic stimulus and O = -112.5° and 384	
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𝜎!_!""#$% = 8.7° for the CCW optokinetic stimulus. R2 values 385	

( R! 𝑆𝑉𝑉!"# =  0.73 and  R
!

  𝜎!"!!"#
 = 0.63 for CW and R!(𝑆𝑉𝑉!"#) = 0.69 and 386	

R
!
𝜎!"!!"#

= 0.64 for CCW) and RMSE (RMSE 𝑆𝑉𝑉!"# =  3.90 and RMSE   𝜎!"!!"#
 =387	

2.21 for CW and   RMSE(𝑆𝑉𝑉!"#) = 5.16 and RMSE 𝜎!"!!"#
= 2.26 for CCW) indicating 388	

high goodness of fit as demonstrated graphically by the overlapping of observed and fitted 389	

data (Fig. 8).  390	

 391	

/* Figures 7 and 8 about here */ 392	

  393	
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DISCUSSION 394	

The aim of this study was to investigate how distinct visual and vestibular sensory 395	

cues are centrally integrated and weighted to generate an internal estimate of direction of 396	

gravity. To probe this parieto-temporal multisensory vestibular cortical network (Dieterich 397	

and Brandt 2015; Kahane et al. 2003; Lopez and Blanke 2011), we used a rotating optokinetic 398	

stimulus to bias verticality perception. The individuals’ estimates of perceived visual vertical 399	

were significantly shifted in the direction of optokinetic rotation and correlated with the 400	

whole-body roll-tilt angle. This correlation indicates integration of both visual and vestibular 401	

input. While the bias induced by optokinetic stimulation was 3.9° when upright, it grew to 402	

22.1° at ±120° roll-tilt, reflecting a more than five-fold increase and suggesting a larger 403	

weight for the optokinetic stimulus at higher roll angles. The trial-to-trial variability increased 404	

with increasing roll angle, but interestingly, this variability was independent of the optokinetic 405	

stimulus. Supporting these findings, previous SVV modeling that accounted for the 406	

physiological properties of the otolith organs (non-linear discharge rates, non-uniform 407	

distribution of afferents in the roll plane), indicated that SVV variability estimates are closely 408	

linked to the noise in the otolith organs, while also being subject to central modulation 409	

(Tarnutzer et al. 2009b). 410	

The growing optokinetic-induced bias likely reflects this increased weight the brain 411	

applies to visual input with increasing roll angles, due to the concurrent reduced weight 412	

applied to vestibular (otolithic) input. Reweighting of sensory cues when estimating the 413	

direction of gravity is consistent with Bayesian optimal observer analysis in which the brain 414	

weights distinct sensory input signals depending on their reliability using internal models 415	

(Angelaki et al. 2009; Borah et al. 1988; Wolpert et al. 1995). This hypothesis is supported in 416	

this study by the significant correlation (R2=0.71) between SVV variability and the 417	

optokinetic-related bias in SVV adjustments (Fig. 6). The similarity of the trial-to-trial 418	

variability between the control and the test conditions indicates that the reliability of the 419	
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optokinetic input is small compared to the reliability of the other cues contributing to the SVV 420	

assessments. The increased weight of visual input with roll angles therefore likely reflects 421	

only relative reweighting due to the well-described decrease of otolith reliability with 422	

increasing roll angle.  423	

To further illustrate our hypothesis, we used a simplified Bayesian optimal observer 424	

model. The absence of a direct measurement of the bias and variability of the optokinetic cue 425	

alone prevents a reasonable evaluation of the model. Using a hypothetical space-fixed, large 426	

roll-tilt cue with high variability (i.e. with low reliability) generated by the optokinetic 427	

stimulation, though, the pros and cons of this approach can be seen. The existence of a similar 428	

optokinetic-driven bias has been hypothesized previously as a by-product of the tilt-429	

translation discrimination mechanism. As otolith sensors alone - as any accelerometer - do not 430	

allow distinguishing roll-tilts from translation (Einstein’s equivalence principle (Einstein 431	

1907)), our brain combines angular velocity input with a frequency segregation mechanism of 432	

the otolith input (Bos and Bles 2002). Such a computation, when a constant velocity 433	

optokinetic stimulus is present, has a stable solution suggesting that the actual gravity vector 434	

is roll-tilted away from the otolith output by a value θ=ωτ, where ω is the angular velocity of 435	

the optokinetic stimulus and τ is the cut-off frequency of the frequency segregation 436	

mechanism (range: 5-10s) (Bos and Bles 2002). Considering that in our experiment ω = 437	

±60°/s, the resulting θ (i.e., the optokinetic bias O in our model) is predicted to be a very large 438	

value. An optimal observer model combining the SVV adjustments without the optokinetic 439	

stimulus and this hypothetical optokinetic effect fit the data well.  440	

The model also indicates that the bias induced by the optokinetic stimulus must be 441	

considered unreliable by the optimal observer (i.e., its variance is high), justifying the 442	

relatively limited effect if compared to the size of the cue. This is not surprising, as O derives 443	

from a by-product of a visual motion cue, which, at the time of SVV measurements, is not yet 444	

even relevant at the perceptual level (subjects completed the task before the onset of circular 445	
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vection). Beside this major conclusion, it is worth emphasizing that the basic assumption of a 446	

constant variability 𝜎! across roll angle generates a fit that, although adequate, fails to match 447	

a qualitatively important feature of the data (Fig. 7). Specifically, when assuming that 𝜎! is 448	

constant, the experimentally observed bias in the SVV assessments when the subject is 449	

upright is absent in the model output. This suggested that a more complex function should be 450	

used to describe either the bias O or 𝜎!. If we consider O to be the by-product of the tilt-451	

translation discrimination mechanism (Bos and Bles 2002), it is obvious to consider it roll-452	

angle independent, as it will always be referenced to the actual direction of gravity. Its 453	

variability, however, should be related to the variability of the otolith sensors. A model using 454	

𝜎! increasing linearly with the roll-tilt angle, i.e., mimicking the variability of the otolith 455	

sensors (Tarnutzer et al. 2009b), indeed, resulted in an improved fit of the data including the 456	

pattern observed when upright.  457	

In summary, the model supports the hypothesis that exposure to an optokinetic 458	

stimulus immediately results in a large bias of perceived direction of gravity that follows the 459	

pattern of variability of the otolith organs. This observation could provide an intriguing 460	

explanation of our data and would extend the concept of optimal sensory fusion to cues 461	

derived from visual self-motion perception. An aspect of the data that cannot be explained by 462	

the model, however, is the small increase of variability in SVV assessments performed during 463	

the optokinetic stimulation compared to those trials without it (figures 2, 7 and 8). Since 464	

according to the Bayesian theory, the variability of combined cues is always lower than the 465	

variability of each source cue, if the observed increase in variability—although not significant 466	

here—is true, either it must depend on an additional source of variability, added after the 467	

computation of the SVV, or it would conflict with the Bayesian hypothesis. We can 468	

hypothesize that this source of variability originates from increased noise in the data 469	

collection. Some of our subjects, indeed, spontaneously reported that the task with the 470	

optokinetic stimulation was “more difficult” because accurate positioning of the arrow was 471	
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challenged by background motion causing an illusion of relative motion of the stationary 472	

arrow. Such uncertainty would justify an increase of the trial-to-trial variability independently 473	

from the variability of the actual SVV estimate. However, as neither our data, nor that of any 474	

other experiment of which we are aware, could provide a direct measurement of the bias and 475	

variability of the optokinetic stimulation alone or of such additional noise, a full assessment 476	

of the Bayesian hypothesis currently is not possible.  477	

Comparison of our findings with previous studies 478	

 The pattern of increasing optokinetic bias with increasing whole-body roll-tilt found 479	

here confirms preliminary observations by Dichgans in upright (Dichgans et al. 1972) and 480	

roll-tilted positions up to 60° (Dichgans et al. 1974) in a larger group of subjects and extends 481	

observations to roll-angles as large as 120°. Similarly, Bronstein and colleagues also 482	

described a larger shift in SVV by a optokinetic stimulus when roll-tilted right-ear down by 483	

90° (Bronstein et al. 1996). More recently, as part of her doctoral thesis, De Vrijer studied 484	

visual-vestibular interactions for roll-angles up to 120° in eight human subjects and reported 485	

roll-angle dependent changes in SVV-adjustments when presenting a optokinetic stimulus (De 486	

Vrijer 2009), findings which are consistent with ours. Compared to the experimental setup 487	

used here, however, the paradigm applied by De Vrijer differs in several important aspects. 488	

First, in the thesis by De Vrijer before a series of three SVV adjustments was obtained at a 489	

given roll angle, the optokinetic stimulus (35°/s constant rotation, covering 90° of the 490	

subject’s visual field, with central 23° spared to avoid interaction with the luminous line) was 491	

presented for 30 seconds to allow perceptual saturation. Previously, average delay to 492	

saturation of circular vection has been reported to occur 18sec after stimulus onset (Dichgans 493	

et al. 1972).  494	

The overall mean (±1SD) adjustment errors (after correcting for roll-tilt dependent 495	

shifts of SVV in darkness) from the different studies discussed here are compared in Figure 9.  496	

 497	
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/* Figure 9 about here */ 498	

 499	

Previous studies have distinguished between trial conditions where the direction of the 500	

optokinetic stimulus and head roll were in the same or opposite directions. While the latter 501	

condition resulted in an increase of the estimated roll-tilt (reflected by a decrease in roll 502	

under-compensation), the first condition resulted in a decrease of the estimated roll angle 503	

(reflected by an increase in roll under-compensation) (De Vrijer 2009; Dichgans et al. 1974). 504	

De Vrijer reported shifts in SVV adjustments larger than 50° at 120° whole-body roll for roll-505	

tilt increasing conditions, which is about twice as large as observed in our paradigm (De 506	

Vrijer 2009). For roll-tilt decreasing conditions, on the other hand, shifts were in a 507	

comparable range (up to 25° at ±120° roll) to our study. These discrepancies may be 508	

explained by differences in the paradigm. Two phenomena may contribute to SVV shifts 509	

when the optokinetic stimulus is presented for 30sec before the subject adjusts the line: 1) the 510	

rotating visual background inducing an optokinetic nystagmus (Cheung and Howard 1991; 511	

Laurens et al. 2011), and 2) circular vection (i.e., a sensation of illusionary self-rotation when 512	

indeed the visual surroundings are moving (Cheung and Howard 1991)) building up over time 513	

(Mergner et al. 1995). In a study by Thilo and Gresty, roll circular vection was perceived on 514	

average 8.9sec after onset of the optokinetic stimulus (albeit in combination with sinusoidal 515	

roll oscillations up to 25° and 0.05Hz) (Thilo and Gresty 2002). Held and colleagues have 516	

shown that the optokinetic-induced shift in SVV grows with stimulus duration, increasing 517	

from <5° after 5sec to >10° after 30sec when upright (Held et al. 1975). In our paradigm, 518	

adjustments were limited to five seconds after onset of the optokinetic stimulus and average 519	

trial duration was three seconds. As a result, circular vection is expected to be 520	

marginal/absent. When asked to report on circular vection, nine out of ten participants did not 521	

notice any circular vection, while one subject described an emerging sense of self-motion at 522	

the largest (>90°) roll angles. The visual velocity, however, is already computed and available 523	
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to sensory fusion, as confirmed by the short delay of optokinetic nystagmus (Cheung and 524	

Howard 1991; Laurens et al. 2011). A similar pattern was observed in studies by Dichgans et 525	

al and Bronstein et al, again showing relatively larger shifts for roll-tilt increasing conditions 526	

and similar shifts for the roll-tilt decreasing conditions (Bronstein et al. 1996; Dichgans et al. 527	

1974). However, in the study by Dichgans no information was given about the latency of trial 528	

onset from the presentation of the optokinetic stimulus, leaving the impact of circular vection 529	

unclear. Conclusions based on the study by Bronstein and colleagues are limited since only 530	

two whole-body roll positions (upright and lying on the right side) were assessed. 531	

In the paradigm by De Vrijer time limits for each SVV adjustment were much broader, 532	

allowing a subject up to 30sec for single adjustments. Previously, we have shown that the 533	

accuracy of a subject’s adjustment in the SVV task correlates with the time spent for each 534	

adjustment (Tarnutzer et al. 2012), potentially biasing results by varying trial duration. 535	

Likewise, keeping subjects in a static roll-tilted position for repetitive measurements over 536	

several minutes as done by De Vrijer may introduce drifts in SVV estimates due to adaptation 537	

(Tarnutzer et al. 2013). Such adaptation bears the risk of over-/underestimating the 538	

optokinetic-induced bias depending on the relative direction of the optokinetic stimulus 539	

relative to adaptation. 540	

Previously, optokinetic-induced shifts in the SVV have been reported to be 541	

asymmetric, depending on the direction of body roll-tilt (De Vrijer 2009; Dichgans et al. 542	

1974), with larger shifts when the optokinetic rotation was opposite to head-roll. In this 543	

condition under-compensation of body roll increases, i.e., perceived roll-tilt decreases (termed 544	

roll-tilt decreasing condition), whereas in cases with the direction of optokinetic rotation and 545	

the direction of head roll going in parallel, head roll is over-compensated, i.e. perceived roll-546	

tilt increases (termed roll-tilt increasing condition). In our data set, however, we observed 547	

asymmetric shifts in two out of nine roll positions only. Of note, the optokinetic bias in the 548	

roll-tilt decreasing condition in the De Vrijers paradigm closely matched the SVV-bias 549	
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observed here (for both conditions with the optokinetic stimulus and head roll going into the 550	

same or into opposite directions). These discrepancies may also be related to differences in 551	

the experimental paradigm as described above, especially the amount of circular vection 552	

induced, as these asymmetries have been related to the direction of optokinetic roll. Dichgans 553	

hypothesized that while rotation opposite to the side of whole-body roll-tilt will support a 554	

postural uprighting process, rotations towards the side of roll-tilt will antagonize it, resulting 555	

in a smaller optokinetic bias (Dichgans et al. 1974) and therefore possibly less circular 556	

vection.  557	

Compared to previous studies, the experimental setup used here resembles the setup 558	

used by De Vrijer in parts. However, there were several significant modifications that reduced 559	

potential bias (e.g., drift in perceived vertical by prolonged static roll), allowed to study 560	

effects of the rotating optokinetic stimulus independently from circular vection and linked the 561	

precision of estimates with their accuracy. Specifically, by collecting a larger number of trials 562	

in each position and condition compared to De Vrijer (De Vrijer 2009), we were able to 563	

determine the trial-to-trial variability as well, which is a significant extension of existing 564	

studies. This data corroborated that the optokinetic bias likely has a consistent (i.e., roll-angle 565	

independent) value, which both increases its weight relative to other sensory cues as other 566	

sensory signals become less reliable and does not affect the overall variability of SVV 567	

estimates. 568	

 569	

Possible mechanisms for the optokinetic-induced bias 570	

 Since both for the SVV and for subjective body tilt an increasing optokinetic effect 571	

with roll-angle has been reported (Dichgans et al. 1974; Young et al. 1975), De Vrijer 572	

hypothesized that the shift in SVV may reflect an alteration in subjective body roll (De Vrijer 573	

2009). However, over a range of ±120° roll, the optokinetic-induced bias was distinct for the 574	

SVV and the subjective body roll task in two ways: first, the effect size for the SVV task was 575	
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about twice as large as for the subjective body roll task and second, the difference in effect 576	

size for roll-tilt increasing conditions vs. roll-tilt decreasing conditions reported for the SVV 577	

was lacking in the subjective body roll task. Therefore, this hypothesis was refuted by de 578	

Vrijer to explain their observations. Static head roll induces reflexive compensatory torsional 579	

eye movements with a gain of 0.05-0.25, termed ocular counterroll (OCR (Collewijn et al. 580	

1985; Diamond and Markham 1983)). Roll over-compensation (E-effect) in subjective visual 581	

horizontal adjustments has been linked to OCR (Wade and Curthoys 1997), however, since 582	

the amount of OCR mainly depends on otolith input (Fernandez et al. 1972), no differences in 583	

the control and test conditions are expected. With a roll optokinetic stimulus of similar field 584	

size (~50°) and velocity (~40°/s; i.e., above the saturation level of optokinetic stimulation 585	

(Held et al. 1975)) as in our experiment, a torsional optokinetic nystagmus with a gain of 586	

0.05-0.06 (or 3-3.5°/sec) will be generated (Farooq et al. 2004). Such torsional eye 587	

movements may influence vision-based assessments of the perceived direction of gravity 588	

(such as the SVV). Whether torsional eye movements may explain (at least partially) the roll-589	

angle dependency of the SVV adjustment bias while presenting the optokinetic stimulus, has 590	

not been assessed. Theoretically, the amount of torsional nystagmus should decrease when the 591	

eyes are already counter-rolled and an optokinetic stimulus in the direction of the induced 592	

torsion is applied; however, as discussed further below, when the direction of head roll and 593	

rotating optokinetic stimulus are opposite, this tends to result in larger rather than (as 594	

predicted) smaller shifts of the SVV (De Vrijer 2009; Dichgans et al. 1974).  595	

By asking subjects to adjust a luminous line along the body-longitudinal axis 596	

(subjective line body task, SLB) while presenting an optokinetic stimulus, De Vrijer 597	

addressed the hypothesis that the optokinetic SVV-bias is the sum of the shift in subjective 598	

body roll and the shift related to torsional eye movements. While the SLB-related optokinetic 599	

bias reduced the difference between the SVV and the subjective body roll-tilt related 600	

optokinetic bias sufficiently to explain the pattern found for the roll-tilt decreasing conditions, 601	
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its effect size was too small to fill the gap for the roll-tilt increasing condition (De Vrijer 602	

2009).  603	

Taken together, it is most likely a combination of different effects that contribute to 604	

these roll-angle dependent shifts in SVV when presenting an optokinetic stimulus. While 605	

based on its presence for distinct paradigms (SVV, subjective body roll, postural vertical 606	

(Brandt et al. 1973; De Vrijer 2009; Dichgans et al. 1974)) a shift in the internal estimate of 607	

direction of gravity (independent from the specific paradigm used) is proposed, the 608	

experimental setup will affect the magnitude of the optokinetic shift as well. Thereby circular 609	

vection seems to affect both the magnitude and directional asymmetries (direction of rotation 610	

of optokinetic stimulus and direction of head roll) of the optokinetic-induced bias on the SVV 611	

(De Vrijer 2009), as shown in our study with shifts of smaller size and lack of asymmetry in 612	

shifts. The contribution of ocular torsion, however, remains unclear and previous studies 613	

suggest rather a minor role (De Vrijer 2009).  614	
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CONCLUSION 615	

Our results confirm a close interaction between visual and vestibular sensory input 616	

when the brain generates internal estimates of the direction of gravity, providing insights into 617	

the mechanisms of graviception. Adding an optokinetic bias did not change SVV trial-to-trial 618	

variability, confirming the key role of otolith input for the precise estimate of the direction of 619	

gravity. By limiting the duration of the optokinetic stimulus presentation and static whole-620	

body roll position, we were able to minimize several potential confounders, including the 621	

percept of roll circular vection and adaptation to static roll-tilt. Nonetheless, the roll-angle 622	

dependent shift in SVV by the optokinetic stimulus was preserved, suggesting that the mere 623	

presence of a rotatory visual background shifts the percept of earth-vertical. These 624	

experimental findings were supported by an optimal observer model and further support the 625	

concept of weighted multisensory integration when estimating the direction of gravity with 626	

visual input gaining influence when otolith input becomes less reliable.  627	
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FIGURES 628	

Figure 1:   629	

Graphical illustration of the experimental setup. All measurements were obtained on a 630	

motorized 3-axis turntable (for visualization purposes shown here as regular chair). Visual 631	

stimuli were projected from the turntable on a sphere in 1.5m distance. This included both the 632	

red arrow used to indicate perceived direction of vertical and the rotatory optokinetic 633	

stimulus. This visual stimulus consisted of white dots of various sizes, randomly distributed 634	

on the inner surface of a sphere, with a dark background. The dots rotated at +/- 60 °/s.  On 635	

each trial, a new distribution of dots was randomly created. 636	

 637	

Figure 2: 638	

Overall mean adjustment errors and inter-individual variability (expressed as ±1SD) plotted 639	

against whole-body roll orientation including all 10 subjects studied. Circles: control 640	

condition without optokinetic stimulus, accompanying grey-shaded area reflects ±1SD. 641	

Inverted triangles: condition with optokinetic stimulus rotating clockwise. Triangles: 642	

condition with optokinetic stimulus rotating counter-clockwise. Error bars indicate 1SD. 643	

 644	

Figure 3: 645	

Overall mean differences (Δ) in adjustment errors and inter-individual variability (expressed 646	

as ±1SD) in the test conditions (inverted triangles: optokinetic stimulus rotating CW; 647	

triangles: optokinetic stimulus rotating CCW) compared to the control condition (i.e., without 648	

a rotating visual stimulus) including all 10 subjects are plotted against whole-body roll 649	

orientation. The grey-shaded areas indicate ±1SD of Δ. For better comparison with the 650	

calculations provided by (De Vrijer 2009), conditions resulting in a reduction of perceived 651	

roll-tilt (i.e. an increase in roll under-compensation or the A-effect, grey filled symbols) or 652	
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increase of perceived roll-tilt (i.e. a reduction in roll under-compensation and/or a shift to roll 653	

over-compensation (E-effect), back filled symbols) are shown separately. 654	

 655	

Figure 4: 656	

Linear regression analysis plotting the difference in SVV adjustments for the control 657	

condition and the test conditions with the optokinetic stimulus rotating either CW (panel A) or 658	

CCW (panel B) for individual subjects and conditions against the absolute whole-body roll 659	

angle (i.e., pooling trials with identical whole-body roll angle but opposite sides such as e.g., 660	

90° right-ear-down and 90° left-ear-down roll-tilt). The inset provides the goodness of fit (R2-661	

value) along with its p-value and the slope (including the 95% confidence interval). 662	

 663	

Figure 5: 664	

Overall trial-to-trial variability including inter-individual SD plotted against whole-body roll 665	

orientation including all 10 subjects studied. For explanation of symbols see legend of figure 666	

1. 667	

 668	

Figure 6: 669	

Principal component analysis (PCA) correlating individual SVV variability values and 670	

differences (Δ) in adjustment errors. Trials with different whole body roll orientations and 671	

trials with CW and CCW rotation of the optokinetic stimulus were pooled.  672	

 673	

Figure 7: 674	

Comparison of model fits with experimental data assuming that 𝜎! (indicated by black stars in 675	

panels C and D) is constant (Eq. 3). The lines with squares represent the model simulation of 676	

the adjustment errors with the optokinetic stimulation (panels A and C: CW stimulus rotation; 677	

panels B and D: CCW stimulus rotation) obtained on the basis of Eq. 1 (top panels) and Eq. 2 678	
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(bottom panels), using the parameters that best fit the actual adjustment errors recorded 679	

in with the optokinetic stimulation (line with triangles/inverted triangles, top panels). The 680	

fit uses the adjustment errors recorded without optokinetic stimulation (lines with grey circles, 681	

top panels) as input value. The trial-to-trial variability recorded without optokinetic 682	

stimulation (lines with circles, bottom panels) is also plotted for comparison but it was not 683	

used in the fit procedure. 684	

 685	

Figure 8: 686	

Comparison of model fits with experimental data assuming that 𝜎! (indicated by black stars in 687	

panels C and D) is roll-angle dependent (Eq. 4). The lines with squares represent the model 688	

simulation of the adjustment errors with the optokinetic stimulation (panels A and C: CW 689	

stimulus rotation; panels B and D: CCW stimulus rotation) obtained on the basis of Eq. 1 (top 690	

panels) and Eq. 2 (bottom panels), using the parameters that best fit the actual adjustment 691	

errors recorded in with the optokinetic stimulation (line with triangles/inverted triangles, top 692	

panels). The lines with grey circles refer to the adjustment errors (panels A and B) and the 693	

trial-to-trial variability (panels C and D) recorded without optokinetic stimulation.  694	

 695	

Figure 9: 696	

Comparison of overall mean differences (Δ) in adjustment errors and inter-individual 697	

variability (expressed as ±1SD) for the rotating optokinetic stimulus vs. the static condition 698	

between the current study (inverted black triangles: CW rotation of optokinetic stimulus; 699	

black triangles: CCW rotation of optokinetic stimulus) and previous publications from 700	

Dichgans and co-workers (Dichgans et al. 1974) (grey circles: stimulus rotating CW; grey 701	

squares: CCW rotation of optokinetic stimulus), De Vrijer and co-workers (De Vrijer 2009) 702	

(black stares: CW rotation of optokinetic stimulus; black diamonds: CCW rotation of 703	

optokinetic stimulus) and Bronstein and co-workers (Bronstein et al. 1996) (grey triangles 704	
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pointing to the left: CW rotation of stimulus; grey triangles pointing to the right: CCW 705	

rotation of optokinetic stimulus). Data from the previous publications were retrieved from 706	

published figures or tables. Note that both the roll-angles studied and the angular velocity of 707	

the optokinetic stimulus varied amongst studies. Furthermore, the delay of trial onset after 708	

presenting the optokinetic stimulus varied between 0sec to 30sec, while it was not reported in 709	

another study (Bronstein et al. 1996). In analogy with previous publications, we distinguished 710	

between conditions that resulted in an increase of perceived roll-tilt and a decrease of 711	

perceived roll-tilt.  712	
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